# FIRMWARE HISTORY

See UnityPro online help, chapter Modicon M580 RIO Modules – Diagnostics – Firmware Update

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Version #</th>
<th>Date of Publication</th>
<th>Internal reference</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| SV02.30   | October 2017        |                    | Improvement: support of the CCOTF (Configuration Changes On The Fly) function in S908 drops behind a 140CRA31908. The minimum requirements for this function are:  
  - Unity Pro v12.0 Hot Fix or Unity Pro v13.1 or later (Unity Pro v13 does not support CCOTF on S908)  
  - 140CRA31908 FW version 2.30 or higher  
  - 140CRP93xxx FW version 2.10 or higher  
  - 140CRA93xxx FW version 2.03 or higher  
  - BMExS84040 or BMEP585040 or BMExS86040 FW version 2.41 or higher |
| SV02.20   | April 2017          |                    | Initial launch version |

**Note**: None.

PEP 0398055R | Fixes a situation where the module keeps rebooting upon start-up when very large configuration is made of numerous number of analog modules.  

PEP 0405256R | Optimize the QoS (Quality of Service) with an appropriate default value in order to reinforce the priority of Quantum ERIO drop